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Ninewa Background 

Ninewa Governorate is located in Northern Iraq ; the

capital of the governorate, and one of Iraq ôs largest cities,

is Mosul . The city is diverse in terms of cultural, social,

religious, and ethnic ranges . Historically, it has a mixed

population of Arabs (mostly Muslim Sunnis) ; Kurds

(mostly Sunnis) ; Turkman (both Sunnis and Shiôites) ;

Shabak (Shiôites) ; Assyrians, Arman, Chaldean

(Christians) ; and Yazidis .

The area has faced substantial demographic and economic

shift following the ISIS invasion of 2014 . Throughout this

time agriculture has remained a vital, yet underdeveloped,

part of the economy of Ninewa, with the entire

governorate hosting less than 300 greenhouses as of

February 2021 . Reduced access to safe land space, limited

access to water, lack of modern tools and technologies,

and collapsed governmental support pose major

challenges to stakeholders in the sector .

IHD is providing support to the agricultural sector in

Ninewa by promoting a culture of protected agriculture .

Using the Community Based Project to showcase the

advantages and effectiveness of using simple greenhouses

over the existing open field methods traditionally used,

farmers in the area are encouraged to update their curren t

cultivation methods .

Through the project, eighteen single tunnel greenhouses

have been built across four different locations, with the

installation of irrigation systems . The first growing cycle is

focused solely on growing cucumbers to meet the season

and market demands . IHD provided high quality seeds,

fertilizers and pesticides to the beneficiaries to ensure

higher quality and higher yield outcomes . Taking a holistic

implementation approach to the project, knowledge and

capacity building is provided to the beneficiaries

throughout the life of IHDôs four year cycle .
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Location 1 : Al Qosh (Dashqutan ) ï6 Greenhouses 

Location 2 : Al Qosh (Bozan ) ï6 Greenhouses 

Location 3 : Tilkeif (Aabasiya ) ï3 Greenhouses

Location 4 : Rashidiyah (Qubba -Shrekhan ) ï3 
Greenhouses
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